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MASS TRANSFER AND POLARI?ATION AT A ROTATTI~G DISK ELECTRODE 

Limin Hsueh 
Inorganic Materials Research Division, 

La'.vrence Radiation Laboratory, and 
Depart~ent of Chemical Engineering 
University of California, Berkeley 

ABSTRACT 

The rotating disk electrode method is used to study mass transfer 

and polarization during metal deposition from a binary electrolytic 

solution at high concentrations. The effects of variation of physical 

.properties in the diffusion layer and of a non-zero interfacial velocity 

due to the high mass-transfer rate have been taken into consideration 

in determining the velocity and concentration profiles. The results 

·are used to evaluate the limiting current density and the concentration 

polarization. 

A rigorous way to separate the total overpotential as the 

sum of concentration overpotential, activation overpotential and resis-

tance overpotential in a concentrated solution is given. The proper 

choice of the location of the reference electrode and the surface treat-

ment of electrodes for a metal deposition reaction are discussed. 

For the limiting current density measurement in'a low conductivity 

electrolyte, the method of "limiting speed" is introduced so that the 

resistance overpotential can be held constant. The experimental 

results of limiting current divided by the square root of the rotating 

speed, ilim/J?.r, are found to agree well with the theoretically predicted 

v.alues at high concentrations. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The rotating disk electrode has been widely used as a tool for 

studying electrode processes and mass transfer because the velocity and. 

concentration profiles can be predicted theoretically and the strong 

forced convection eliminates the effects of natural convection. Two 

branches of work have been done on this field: 

i. to study mass transfer proceseres by means of the li.ID.iting cur-

rent density or to obtain the diffusion coefficient as a function of 

concentration. 

ii. to study electrode kinetics by mean~ of the polarization curve, 

so as to obtain the kinetic.parameters of the reaction as functions of 

concentrations, or as they are modified by· aqditional agents. 

For the first part, the theory of concentration polarization was 
'1 

developed in 1942 by Levich • The original theory of Levich involved 

the assuni.ptions of constant physical pro:t:e rties throughout the diffusion 

layer and a zero interfacial velocity at the surface of the disk. In 

order to meet the.se assumptions, most experimental work has been done 

at relatively low concentrations (e.g., 10-5 to 10-~). 

For the second branch, the main interest centered on activation 

polarization. In order to keep the uncertain value of ohmic resistance 

. as low as possible, most experimental work involved high concentrations 

(e.g., O.l.to 1M), with excess supporting electrolyte •.. Generally 

the current density was low, far from the limiting current density. 

For the case of constant physical properties of the electrolytic 

solution the (hydrodynamic) theory of the rotating disk electrode and 

2 its applications are ~iven in the book of Levich and a review paper 
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·by Riddiford3• The transient effect of hydrodynamics and mass. transfer 

at a rotating disk were studied by Olander4, Hale5, and Filinovskii 

6 
and Kiryanov • 

Recently, the variation of physical properties and non-zero inter-· 

facial mass transfer velocity have been taken into consideration for 

a binary, concentrated electrolyte. Both the velocity profile and the 

concentration profile for the rotating disk electrode have been solved 

by Newman and Hsueh7. Therefore, the primary aim of this work is to 

study the mass transfer rate by a limiting current technique for compari-

3 

son with the theoretical results where the variation of physical properties 

in the diffusion layer was taken into consideration. The experiments 

were carried out with concentrated solutions without any supporting 

electrolyte. 

Since the t~eoretical analysis involves solutions of a single salt, 

a metal deposition reaction in the system of copper-copper sulfate was 

chosen for this investigation, in apite of the fact that the metal deposi

tion reaction has the following experimental difficUlties compared with 

a redox reaction: 

i. the electrode' surface cannot remain unaltered; 

ii. it takes a longer time to .reach the steady state electrode 

potential, as was pointed out by Brown and Thirsk8 . 

' ' 
II. THEORY OF THE ROTATING DISK ELECTRODE 

§2-1 Fluid Flow 

The general analytic approach to the influence of physical property 

variation on the velocity and concentration profiles was first solved by 

Olander9 in 1962 for steady, laminar flow at high Schmidt numbers. 



. 
In his paper, two parameters €D and €P were defined as follows: 

l dD 
(ro . - woo) -D d'" = zero ~s 

E - - (w - ru ) 1:. dp = 
P - zero 00 p . diD 

s 

,.,here w mass fraction of salt 
s 

D diffusion coefficient 

p density of solution 

1J1·~~ ) 
\Pzero. 

subscript 00 in the bulk of solution 

zero at interface of electrode. 

With the assumption that the density and'diffusivity vary exponen-

tially with mass fraction over the concentration range of interest, 

i.e., both ED and €P are independent of composition, the rate of mass 

transfer in terms of the Nusselt number was solved by a perturbation 

method. 

Without involving any limitation on how the physical properties 

. vary with concentration, Newman and Hsueh7 have obtained ~~~erical eolu-

tions of the velocity and concentration profiles for a binary, concen-

tration electrolyte. We summar'lze here their method and results. 

The analysis applies to a disk which provides a uniformly accessible 

-surface and rotates horizontally about an axis _through its center 

perpendicular to the plane of the disk at a constant angular speed n 

in a Newtonian fluid. 

From an experimenta·l viewpoint we must make the further assumptions 

that: 

i. in order to maintain steady;laminar flow, the Reynolds number 

should not exceed 2 x 105• ~he Reynolds number for ,a rotating disk is 

r2n 
defined as ---v- where r is the radius of disk, n is the angular velocity 
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of disk (radians per second) ·and v is the kinematic viscosity of the 

fluid. 

ii. the effect of natural convection may be ignored, since the 

solution is strongly stirred by the disk. 

iii. there are no bounding surfaces which may affect the velocity 

and concentration profile. By bounding surface, we mean the wall of the 

vessel, an air-'solution interface, or any other experimental equipment, 

such as a thermometer, or a reference electrode. 

iv. the edge effects can be neglec~ed both in the mass transfer. 

and in the hydrodynamic analysis. 

For the velocity profile, the equation of motion has to be solved; 

for steady state it reads 

where ~ is the stress tensor which for a Newtonian fluid reads in 

rectangular coodinates 

(2-1) 

[dv dv1 J 
T ij = - ~ . dx~ + dxj-

+g~ 
3 (V'·y) 8ij . {2-2) 

where 8ij ie the Kronecker delta 

oij = 1 if i = j 

81j = 0 if i ~ j • 

The equation of motion must be solved together with the equation· 

of continuity 

\! • (py) = 0 • (2-3) 

Because of the nature of the rotating disk, it is convenient to 

choose cylindrical coordinates r, e and z, where r is the radial distance 

from the axis of roation, e is the circumferential angle of rotation, 

and z is the normal distance from the disk. The corresponding velocity 



··-

components are v , v8· and v , respectively. r z 

By·axial symmetry, all three velocity components are independent 

of e. Furthermore, iri solving for the velocity profile of the system, 

the most important feature ••hich provides the major simplification 

from a set of partial differential equations to ordinary differential 

equations is that.the z-component of velocity can be assumed to be a 

function of the perpendicular distance from the disk surface only. 

It is independent to the radial distance. Physically, ·this means that 

vz brings fresh reacting ions to the electrode surface at a uniform 

rate over the whole disk. 

It should be emphasized that the vector stim of vr' v8 and vz does 

not have to be identical for the same distance from the disk, because 

of the dependence of vr and v8 on r. 

The above assumptions are summarized as follows 

vr = vr(r,z) 

V$ = Ve(r,z). 

v = v (z) z z 

p = p(z). 

Since tinder these conditions vz is the only velocity component 

which can affect the concentration in the boundary layer, one may con-

elude that the concentration near the disk is a function of z only. 

FUrthermore, a~ the physical properties, such as density; viscosity, 
' 

diffusivity, electri~ conductivity, arid transf:E!ren,ee number of an 

electrolyte depend on concentration only at a constant temperature. 

·Therefore all of the physical properties are assumed to vary in the 

z-direction only. 

The components of the equation of motion, Equation (2-1), are given 

6 
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in cylindrical coordinates in Bird, Steward and Lightfoot ·• 
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(2-4) 

where the nine components of the stress tensor in cylindrical coordinates 

lOb are 

[ dv 2 (:l d dv ) J 
1' = - -~ 2-;;;!- - - - dr (r v ) + _z ' rr cr 3 _r r r dz .. 

[ v 2 (~ 0 dv )] .,-or = - ~ · 2 _!-- - dr (r.v) + __! , ee r 3 \r r r dz __ 
l 

[ dv 2 (f 0 - · dv ) l 
1' = - ~ 2 _z - - - dr (r v ) + __! 

' zz dz 3 r r r dz 
(2-5) 

,.re = ,.er = - ll [r ~ Ge)J 1 

't'ez = ,.ze = - ~ [!:el 1 

The equation of continuity becomes 

1 c . dv z _ v z dp 
- ~ (r v) +- = r or - r dz p dz . (2 ... 6) 

Since we are interested-in a concentrated, binary electrolyte,. 

the mass transfer rate at the surface is very high, and the interfacial 

velocity will no longer be zero. If a metal deposition reaction is 

being considered,_ the cation is the only substance which carries current 

to the electrode surface. In other words, the flux of anions N and -z 



the flux of the solvent N are both. zero at the surface. oz 

N = N = 0 at z = 0 oz -z 

8 

iz 
(2-7) 

N+z .=- at z 0 
FZ+ 

where i is the current density normal to the electrode, 
z 

F is Faraday's constant. 

"". .· "" From here on, the subscript + refers to cations or ea.thodic1 -

. . " " refers to anions or anodic, and o refers to the solvent. 

The mass average velocity is defined as 

i 
v = ------ Ipi (2-8) 

i 

If the relation between mass flux and molar flux is used 

ni = pivi = ~iMi 

together with Equations (2-7) and (2-8), one obtains 

. (2-9) 

where M is molecular weight. 

This is a major difference in the boundary condition compared 

11 with von Karman's solution where the Na.vier-Stokes equation was solved 

with the boundary condition v = 0 at z = 0. z 

In order to give an idea. of the order of magnitude of v at z=O 
.z 

when a. rotating disk electrode is operated a.t limiting current density, 

i.e., the maximum rate of mass transfer, we present a.n example. If a 

disk electrode is rotated a.t a speed of 300 r.:p.m. in 0.1 M co:p:per 

sulfate solution at 25°C, the limiting current density is 79mA/cm21 and 



1., 

vz equals 2._60 ·x 10-5 em/sec at. the disk, compared with vz = 4~7 x 10-l 

em/sec far from disk. 

At the interface, the other two velocity components are 

v = o, r v - rl1 e - at z = 0 • 

As z increases, vr and ve must tend to die a1<~ay, i.e., 

v = o, 
r 

at z = 00 • 

9 

A dimensionless distance ~~ and dimensionless velocities F, G1 and 

H are defined as follous: 

v = :r!lF(~) 
r 

ve = :r!lG(~) 

v = ~D.v00 H(~) .z 

. p = llooD.P(~) + gz lzpdz 
0 -

(2-10) 

(2-1i) 

(2-12) 

These definitions assume the same dependence for ·v and ve as assumed . r 
11 by von Kannan. . Now the nine components of the stress tensor b.ecome 

2 
Trr =Tee=- 3 1-lrl(F-H') 

. 4 
T =- ll 0 (F-H') zz 3 

'Tre = -r = o . er 

~ - ~ = - .. ~~'~ •,., - •ze ,...n~.~..r 
.OZ V CIO 

,. ·- "'[' = -zr rz 

·and the equation of motion becomes: 

(2-13) 
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Jl .. G2 f IIF' '= ~ -h {~ F' 
p . ) 

P dr; \loloo 

poo · d (1-l 1 ) · 

2FG + HG' = P ~ \:~ 
00 

G . (2-14) 

E._ HH' + P' ,;; _!: E._ lr ~. (H' -F)] + 21-l Ft 
Poo 3 d~ 1-loo 1-loo 

and the equation of continuity becomes 

2F + H' =- Hl~ (2-15) 
' p dr; 

where :primes denote differentiation with respect to ~. The boundary 

conditions become 

~ = 0 

~ = 00 

F(O). = 0 

F(oo) = 0 

G(O) = 1 

G(oo) = O. 

Since the variation of :pressure due to the hydraulic head is very 

small and the variation of the flufd properties due to :pressure is 

negligible, it is not necessary to solVe z-com:ponent of the equation 

of motion (2-14), the only equation where the variation of :pressure 

has been involved. 

§2-2 Mass Transfer 

The mechaJlism of transfer of cations from the bulk of the solution 

to the surface of·the cathode consists, essentially, of three :processes: 

. molecular diffusion, migration, and convection. At steady state, the 

sum of the rate of these three :processes is balanced by the rate of 

discharging at the electrode surface. 

12 The flux of cations can be expressed as 

, Dp it 
N = - v - 'Vro + =.....=. + C..._ v . + + M6 s Fz+ · -.- ( 2-16) 

where t+ cation transference number with respect to mass average velocity 



... 
M molecular weight of salt s . 

v+ number of cations produced by dissociation of one molecule 

of electrolyte~ 

For consistency i?ith the velocity profile of the previous section, 

the mass average velocity was chosen as the basis of the flux equation. 

This is the reason that the mass fraction gradient is used instead of a 

concentration gradient as the driving force for molecular diffusion. 

11 

If a material balance is applied to the cation over a volume element, 

the equation of contin~ity reads 

oc+ 
...,.--- -== - 'V•N ( 2-17) ot + 

' Inserting EqUation (2-16) into Equation (2-17) 1 with use of the 

basic relations of Equations (A-2), (A-4) and (A-5) for a binary electro

lyte (see Appendix A)· yields 

ems M i •'Vt -
p dt + Py·'\Ws == V• (pD"'VWs) •. z ~ F + 

+ + 
(2-18) 

As it was assumed in section 2-1 that all physical properties Vary 

in the z direction only, Equntion (2-16) can be written 

Dp &os - iit+ 
N == - v --- --- + ---- + C+vz • +z + Ms dz F z+ 

At steady state, Equation (2-18) becomes 

The boundary conditions are 

z == 0 

z = 00 

(I) = (I) 
s zero 

(I) = (I) s 00 

(2-19) 

(2-20) 

(2-21) 
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When the dimensionless variables ~ and H which have been defined 

in Equation (2-10) and (2-11) are introduced into Equation .(2-20), it 

becomes 

(2-22) 

where I is a dimensionless current density defined as 

M i 
s z I = __ ;;:....;;;..___ • 

p v z F~ CO++ 00 

It is clear that the current density is proportional to the square root 

of speed even in a concentrated solution. 

Formal integration of Equation (2-22) gives 

. 1'~ ~ . 1'~ ~ u . dt) en = K_ ~ exp ~ _e_ H + I ___± d~ + K_ s --l pD pD P
00 

dill -""2 
0 0 s . 

where Kl and K2 are constants of integration to be determined by 

the boundary conditions (2-21). Finally, the concentration profile is 

en - en s zero 
en - en 

co zero = 1' ~ il 1; ~ d dt ) • .. · ~ exp . -i .e_ H +·I a&+ d~ d~ . · 
0 P; · 0 p Poo • . S 

Because of the non-zero .interfacial velocity, the dimensionless 

current I is further related to the dimensionless ·axial velocity H 
...,·· 

by Equation · (2-9) in the form 

p v M I 
H(O) =-= .. + + 

p M 
s 

§2-3 Limiting Current Density 

at ~ = 0 •. 

The rate of charge transfer at the electrode surface in a metal 
iz 

deposition reaction by passing a current iz at the cathode is --- • 
Fz+ 

· .. 

(2-24) . 
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At steady state, it should be balanced by the rate of mass transfer 

to the surface by diffusion, migration and convection which has been 

.defined in Equation (2-19): 

1 am 1 
z v Dp __ s + _z_ t + .e._ w v 

Fz+ = - + M d z Fz + M + z 
s + + 

at z = o. (2-25) 

Notice that the convection term is not zero at the surface. 

Substitution of Equation ·(2-9) into Equation (2-25) and solving for 

the current density yields· 

(2-26) 

·or in dime.nsionless form · 

(2-27). 

This relates the current I to the concentration profile at the 

metal-solution interface, and it also serves as a boundary condition 

for solving the concentration profile in section 2-2 •. The limiting 

current density is obtained from Equation (2-26) by letting the inter-

facial mass fraction of salt w be zero 

(2-28) 

§2-4 Numerical Solution Method 

In the previous sections, a set of nonlinear equations were 

derived that would give the velocity profile at the disk and the con-

centration profile in the diffusion region. The equations to be solved 

numerically and their boundary conditions are summarized below 



. :. .. _ 

where 

F2 - G2 + HF' = VF" + U'F' 

2FG + HF = VG II + u' G' 

2F + H' = - HR' 

p. d u ) U'= _::. ~ ~ 
p de; 1-Loo 

R' d 7:x. p 
= d~ 

} 

We have four unkn01ms, F, G, H, and ru
6 

to be determined as func

tions of ~ by these four equations. Since v, U', and R' are related 

14 

(2-14) 

(2-15) 

. (2-22) 

to the concentration, ~hey are not independent variables but are known 

once the concentration profile· has been obtained. The boundary 

conditions are 

at ~ = oo 

~ = 0 

M 1 . 

F = 0 G = 0 

F = 0 G = 1 

P00 v+M+I 
H =p.~M~

s 

ru=ru ·. · zero 

I = ___ s;;;....;;z:;_._ = _ 
P00Y+:Z+F .Jnv00 

. pD dill 
W (1-t -M ) ~ I! • 

oo + oo s=O 

In order·to solve equations (2-14) and (2-15), we have to 

linearize them by assuming each variable, F, G, and H, to be the sum 

of a main term and a first order correction, i.e., 

F = F
0 

+ F1 
· G = G0 + G1 
. H = H

0 
+ H1 • 

(2-21) 

(2-24) 

·-·-. 
(2-28) 
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By substituting F, G, and H into Equation (2-14) and (2-15), 

neglecting the products of correction tenns, and replacing all 

remaining F1, G1 , and H2 by the original functions F, G, and H and 

F
0

, G 1 and H 1 those differential equations become 
0 . 0 

VF" + (u' H ) F' - (2F F - 2G G + F'H) = - (H F' + F2 - 02) 
0 0 0 • 0 . 0 0 0 0 

. VG" + (U' - H ) G ', - (2G F + 2F G + G'H) = - (H G' + 2F G ) 
0 0 o ·o 0 0 0 0 

H' + (2F + R'H) = 0 • 

It is clear that Equations (2-29) and (2-30) are linear in F and 

(2-29) 

(2-30) 

(2-31) 

G1 respectively, now. The next step is to convert them into difference 

equations so that they can be solved with a computer. With a mesh size 

of h the first and second central difference quotients for F and G are 

= Fj+L- Fj-1 F - 2Fj + FJ-1 
F' F" = J+l 

2h 2 
h 

GJ+l - Gj-1 Gj+l 2Gj + GJ-1 
G' = G" = 1 2h h2 

• 

Substitution into Equations (2-29), (2-30) and rearrangementgives 

(~ Uj.- H0 j) _. (~ . . )·:. · ·(~- Uj - H0 J) 
2 + 2h F j+l 2 2 + F oj F j + 2 . . 2h Fj-1 

h . ·h h 

- F I H + 2G 'F = - H F' - .':I ' + G~ . • . ( 2-32) oj j oj j oj oj oj · : . oj 

( ~. Uj - Hoj) c~. .). . c~ 
h2 + 2h Gj+l - 2 h2 + F oj G •j + .. h2 -

U' - H · J oj) .. 
2h Gj-1 

- G~jHj - 2G0 j:F'j = - H0jG~j - .· 2F ojGoj • (2-33) 

Since only the first derivative is involved in EquatiOn (2-31), 

the ;central difference quotient would cause the coefficient of H.at 

' . the mesh point. j to .be zero if R = 0, i.e., if density is constant. 

In vievr of this, the backward difference quotient was chosen and all 

numerical values were evaluated half-way between the mesh point j and j-1: 

15 
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The difference equation for Equation (2-31) is 

(~Rjh + 1) Hj + ~(RJ-l h - 1) Hj-l + Fjh + Fj-l h =' 0 (2-34) 

The finite difference equations were solved on a high speed computer 

by solving the coupled tri-diagonal matrices, with a mean size of 0.01. 

Based on the asymptotic solution of the fluid mechanics for large ~13, the 

boundary conditions at infinity were replaced by those.at a finite dis-

tance, say ~ = 10, which is far beyond the hydrodynamic and diffusion 

boundary layers. 

As for the concentration profile, Equation (2-22) has been solved 

·analytically to yield the form of Equation (2-23). The trapezoidal rule 

was used for numerical integration of the latter equation. The upper 

limit of integration was replaced by the last mesh point. 

Data for the physical properties of copper sulfate solutions at 

25°C were collected from the literature32- 47• Most of these were fitted 

by linear regression to finite power series in the mass fraction of 

copper sulfate. ·. The graphs of the data and their equa.t ions are shown 

in Figures 2-~ to 2-5· 

The calculated velocity profile for o. 02M and o. 5M copper sulfate 

solution are shown in Figure 2-6 and Figure 2-7. The velocity profile · 

, , ' 11 for 0.02M is very close to von Karman s solution , which may serve as 

a reference for the purpose of comparison. 

III. POLARIZATION AT A ROTATING DISK ELECTRODE 

A great many studies have been made on the subject of the kinetics 

of electrode processes·. The main purpose is to study the mechanisms 

of an electrode reaction and to relate the curr~nt density to the total 

14 
overpotential measured. Vetter pr.esented an extensive survey .of this 

5·-· 
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field in his monograph. Several revie'" papers on the basic ideas of 
15 . 16 

electrode kinetics are due to Parsons and Petrocelli • 
-- .. 

A fairly general equation which has been used frequently to 

relate the current density and overpotential for a first order electrode 

reaction is 

i = il 
r.c ox . (-ct nF ¢J - CRed ( {Pct~nF 

¢)] L(c ) . exp RT · .. (cRed)oo exp \- RT (3-1) 
ox 00 

where i exchange current density 
0 . ·, 

ct transfer coefficient . 

C concentration of oxidized species at the interface ox 

(C
0

x)oo concentration of oxidized species at the bulk solution. 

: The model and theory for this equation are by no means rigorous. 

However, it has been widely accepted for fitting experimental results. 

The main reason it fits the curve so well is that two parameters ct 

and i may be adjusted to match the data. They are so flexible that 
0 

for the same electrode system the values of i frequently differ from 
0 

.· 17 
author to author. Tanaka and Tamamushi have collected most available 

kinetic parameter data and tabulated them. They also complained that it 

was hard to compare the data on the same system obtained by different 

investigators by different methods. 

The total overpotential is usually regarded as the sum of acti-

vation overpotential ¢a, the concentration overpotential ¢c 1 and the 

. ohmic resistance of the solution ¢0hm, 

. In Equation (3-1), ¢ presumably is the sum of ¢a and ¢c. There is 

essentially no clear-cut line between ¢ and ¢ • It depends on how a c 

they v1ere defined. 

, 



16 Petrocelli separated the concentration overpotential from ¢ a 

by assuming that ¢ = ¢ when the applied current i is much less than 
c 

i • Physically, this means that the electrode reaction is proceeding 
0 

very close to equilibrium and the overpotential is due almost entirely · 

to the concentration change and was designated by ¢ • Whereas, ¢ · c a 

was claimed by him to be the remaining part, i.e., 

¢ = ¢ - ¢ 
a c 

' We will not follmr hiS method. It is mentioned here simply for the 

purpose of comparison. The distinction we draw between ¢ and ¢ is a c 

clarified in sections 3-1 and.3-2. 

In theabsence of concentration polarization, the electrical resis-

tivity of the solution may be taken as constant throughout the solution~ 

The rigorous way to find the total resistance of solution lies in the 

theory of the potential and involves.solving Laplace's equation 

~¢ = o, for the potential with consideration of the geometry of the 

18 electrode and insulator as boundary conditions. Kasper gives an excel-

lent review of this field. 

An.'additional contribution to. the ohnr;lc resistance arises when there 

.is concentration polarization because the concentratio~ variations in 

the diffusion layer change the conductivity of the solution. See 

Figure 3-1 for a schematic representation of the electrical resistivity 

in the solution. This additional resistance has 'been· considered as 

a part of the concentration polarization in this paper.· 

§3-1 Concentration Overpotential 

It has long been realized that when two identical single electrodes 

are in contact '1-Tith different concentrations of solution, there exists 
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' an e .m. f. bet,~een the t'~o terminals. When an electrochemical process 

takes place at the surface of an eiectrode, the slowness of supply 

of ions by diffusion and migration produces a concentration gradient, 

or chemical potential gradient in the thermodynamic sense beti-Ieeri the 

27 

bulk solution and the· interface near the surface of the electrode. This-· ·· 

means that the applied potential must be large enough to balance the 

e.m~f· produced 'by the concentration difference in addition to the 

other voltage drops in the circuit. 

Also there is another effect which arises due to the concentration 

gradient in the diffusion layer. It is the change of electrical conduc-

tivity in. the diffusion layer as ioTas mentioned in the beginning of this 

chapter. 

A general equation of concentration overpotential which includes 

12 both effects was presented by Newman • In general an electrode reac-

.tion in a binary salt solution can involve the solvent and the ions 

z z 
S Q + + S Q - + S Q · -+ ne-
+ + - - 0 0 

· where _Qi symbol for the formula of species 

S the stoichiometric coefficient of .. 1. 

i/ 
-~~c~es i. 

In this case the potential gradient in the solution for such a 

reference electrode referred to a reference electrode at a fixed 

12 
location is 

V¢ = 

where ~e is the chemical potential gradient which equals 

( v + + v_ )RTV ZX rm., Y is the activity coefficient of the salt,. m is 

the molality of the solution, and K is specific conductivity of the 

solution. 

: (3-3) 

(3-4) 
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As it has been assumed in section 2-1 that the physical properties 

of the solution in the diffusion layer are functions of z only, so 

are the electrical potential ¢ and chemical potential IJ.e: 

Introduction of the dimensionless distance ~ and dimensionless 

current ·'density I, and integration with respect to ~ yields 

· Y00IP00Y+Fz+1~ 1 · . (v++IJ._)RTJ (nn)~ (·p.+S.+ :· 
¢(~) - ¢(0) = - . '- d~ - ~ + t -M IC Fz \1 ( ) n .. · + s o ++ nn 

. 0 

The concentration overpotential is then defined as the difference 

(3-5) 

(3-6) 

between this total potential difference and the ohmic drop in a nuniform 

solution of conductivity IC
00 

.~ 

(3-7) 
- ~· - --. 

§3-2 Activation Overpotential 

According to the Arrhenius theory of chemical kinetics, a chemical 

reaction occurs when a sufficient driving force is prortded tocause 

the reactants to overcome a certain energy barrier and reach an acti-

vated state, thus initiating the reaction. Similarly, for an electrode 

reaction, a potential must be applied in order to change the shape of 

the energy barrier such that it favors the electrode reaction in one 

direction rather than the other. This part of the overpotential which 

is used to overcome the activation energy barrier is called the acti-

.vation overpotential. It is also said to be related to the slowness 

of the chemical step or the charge transfer at the electrode. 



Jahn and Vielstich19 have used the rotating disk electrode to study 

the rates of electrode reactions. They claim that the activation 

overpotential can be measured by extrapolating the rotating speed 

to infinity. Physically, this means that the electrolyte is so well 

stirred that. there is no concentration difference being set up at the 

interface '\>Then a current is passing through it. There would be no 

concentration overpotential if there is no concentration difference. 

This is to say that if Ci = (c1 )oo~ the overpotential is all due to 

activation overpotential, and Equation (3-1) becomes 

where ¢ is activation overpotential • 
. a 

§3-3 Resistance Overpotential 

For a disk electrode submerged into an electrolytic solution, 

the ohmic drop has been ignored by most workera8,l9, 20121• They all 

add a large amount of supporting electrolyte in order to increase the 

conductivity of solution and minimize the ohmic drop. 

However, for a disk electrode, 5mm in diamter, in a solution 

-1 -1 of specific conductivity as high as 0.1 ohm em , the ohmic drop 

has almost the same order of magnitude as concentration and activation 

overpotential for many electrode reactions. 

2a Levich made an attempt to find the ohmic resistance by assuming 

(3-8) 

that the potential is a·. function of nonnal distance from the disk only. 

Presumably, the disk has an infinite .diameter. However, it turns out 

to be a very poor assumption for a disk of finite size. 

22 
Applying the theory of the potential, Newman solved Laplace's 

equation for the electric potential by using oblate spheroidal coordinates. 



Surprisingly, for a. small disk embedded in the surface of an insulator 

and a. counter electrode which is .located far from the disk, the ohmic 

resistance of a. uniform solution is simply equal 4r~~ where r
0 

is the 

radius of the disk electrode. 

~rthermore, the resistance in the solu~ion corrected to account 

for the.pla.cement of a. reference electrode at a. finite distance from 

the disk is given by 

30 

(3-9) 

where A is dimensionless distance in spheroidal coordinates between the 
0 

reference electrode and the rotating disk electrode. It is defined, 

in terms of cylindrical 'coordinates, as 

z 
, 

A =- at r = 0 (on the axis, of the disk) 
0 r 

A =RiJ - 1 at z = 0, (in the plane of the disk) 
0 

r~ 0 ro 

For any other arbitrary points, A can be solved from 
I . 0 

2 4 2 2 2 2 2 
r A + (r - r - z ) A - z = 0 • 

0 0 0 0 

Figure 3-2 shows the equipotential lines and current flow lines 

near, to a disk electrode. In Figure 3-3 the dimensionless group r ~R 
0 

is plotted against A , and it is seen that the resistance d~pends 
0 . 

(3-10) 

(3-11) 

(3-12) 

BtTeng:L.y OR !i!_stane~ '.(n t~~ :r.esten ne~:t:" the (l.1_ek el,eet!"ed,eo Th~ :p!!ep~!" 

choice of the position of a reference electrode based on these· results 

will be discussed in section 4-2. 
"-' . 
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VI. EXPERIMENTAL \VORK 

§4-1 Design and Description of Apparatus 

Cathode (Rotating Disk El~ctrode) 

33 

The size and the shape of the rotating disk electrode is important, 

since it may affect the flm.,r pattern. Riddiford3 summarized various 

shapes of disk ,.,hich have .been used in the past by different experimenters. 

In general, if there is no effect which may propagate backward from the 

edge of the disk and change the fundamental hydrodynamic model and 

concentration profile near the surface of disk, it may be considered 

to satisfy the original assumptions in the basic theory. 

The shape recommended by Riddiford and also the one being used in 

this work is shown in Figure 4-l. Only the central portion of the 

upper surface is active. 

Several criteria have been set up by Riddiford and by Theodorsen 

and Regier23 for the actual design of the size of the electrode. They are: 

1. the outside diameter of disk d should be greater than the 

hydrodynamic boundary thickness; 

2. the diameter of the working surface d should be greater than 
0 

the mass transfer boundary layer thickness; 

3· the size of the shaft should be less than 30% of the size of 

the disk, so that the shaft will not affect the main stream of flaw; 

4. the thickness of the disk should be less thanl/30 of the disk 

size~ so that there will be no edge effect; 

5· the Reynolds number at the edee should be less than 2 x i.o5 

in order to maintain laminar flaw. 

The disk has been carefully designed to meet the requirements 
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Figure 4-1. Disk electrode. 



listed above. The disk is operated in Cuso4 solution with the speed 

range from 60 r.p.m. to 500 r.p.m.~ Here are the specifications of 

the disk: 

Outside diameter of disk, d 
\ 
= 4 em 

.working electrode diameter, d = 0.5 em 
0 

Disk thickness, = 0.1 em 

Shaft diameter = l em. 

The central part of the electrode was machined from oxygen-free 

high purity copper to precise dimensions and then embedded in an 

epoxy resin cast. It was further machined to the desired shape. 

The disk was attached to a· spindle which i·Tas tightly fitted in 

two 7 /8-inch o. d. Nev1 Departure 77 RC bearings. These bearings were 

mounted to a heavy brass bearing case in order to keep the eccentricity . 
as small as possible. The eccentricity at the edge of disk was 

measured to be less than 0.002 inch. 

Anode 

The anode was designed to provide an area more than 100 times 

bigger than the cathode for .the purpose of minimizing the anodic 

overpotential. The anode was embedded at the bottom of the vessel and 

could be taken apart to clean the surface before each experiment. It 

was made liquid tight with a rubber ring placed in a groove. 

Reference Electrode 

An oxygen-free high purity copper rod was used as the reference 

35 

electrode. It was connected to the electrolyte cell through a capillary 

tube filled with electrolytic solution with the same concentration as in 

the cell. The capillary had a fine tip which faced dO'tTnward and i-TaS 

located at the side of rotating disk. The use of a copper ference electrode 

was desirable since it would not contaminate .this electrolyte and involved 



no liquid junctions. 

§4-2 The Position of Reference Electrode 

As it was mentioned at the beeinning, there was no supporting 

electrolyte in this work, and the electrical conductivity was very low 

compared to most other works in this field. A high ohmic drop may 

seriously interfere with the overpotential measurement. To minimize 

8 
the resistance in overpotential measurements, Brown and Thirsk , 

20 24 
Johnson and Turner , and Ibl and Schadegg placed their reference 

electrode directly underneath the disk. This arrangement may seriously 

disturb the hydrodynamic profile and current distribution under the 

rotating disk electrode. Belyaeva25 made some improvements on the design 

of a rotating disk by building the reference electrode inside the disk 

with a small hole (dia. 0.5 - 0.7 rom) at the center of the disk electrode 

which was 4 mm in diameter. This is still not a satisfactory way 

because of the small hole that still distorts the concentration profile 

and there is the uncertainty of the concentration inside the rotating disk. 

Several preliminary experiments vrere conducted to measure the over

potential at a constant current density 40. 7 mA/cm
2 

in a O.lM copper 

sulfate solution at 25°C with a rotating speed of 300 r.p.m. with the 

reference electrode at various distances from the disk. The results 

are tabulated in Table 1. 

These data show that the cathodic overpotential depends strongly on 

the normal distance of the reference electrode from the disk electrode. 

For these cases where the reference electrode vTaB placed underneath the 

disk or built into the rotating disk, a small misalignment in the position 

of the reference electrode from one experimental run to the next may cause 



a serious difference in the ohmic drop contribution to the total over-

potential measurement. 

Table 1 also shows that the resistance · overpotential is almost as 

large as the total cathodic overpotential. The difference between the 

experimental value of total overpotential and the calculated value of 

resistance overpotential is about 70-80 mV and is the sum of activation 

and concentration overpotential under these experimental conditions. 

From both .the theoretical analysis in section 3-3 and the experi-

mental results in Table 1, '"e concluded that the reference electrode 

should be placed sufficiently far from the disk, e.g., ~0 > 10. The 

distance parameter ~0 •1as defined in Equation (3-10) to (3-12). 

§4-3 Surface Treatment of Electrode 

Because of the inevitability of surface change during a metal 

deposition reaction, we need to knmr how smooth the electrode surface 

should be or what is the maximum tolerable roughness in order to main-

tain the theoretically expected velocity profile. 

26 
Schlichting . gave a ·systematic presentation and study of the 

effect of surface roughness. Generally speaking, a surface may be con-

sidered hydraulically smooth if the roughness is smaller than the hydro-

dynamic boundary layer for the case where there is no mass transfer 

occurring at the surface. 

Brown and Thirsk
8, and Beacom and Hollyer27 worked on rotating 

disk electrodes with the same · electrolytic system as the author. The 

former used electron micrographs and found a deposited copper film with 

a surface roughness negligible when compared with'the diffusion layer. 

On the. other hand, Beacom a.nd Hellyer measured the copper deposition 

by interference micr~scope and found a uniform deposit on the disk. 

37 



Table 1. The cathodic over:potential with respect to 
normal distance from the disk electrode 

e = 0.1 M Cuso4 
n = 300 r.:p.m. 

i = 40.7 mA/cm
2 

Normal distance 

0.1 em 

0.2 em 

0.3 em 

0.5 em 

2.0 em 

5.0 em 

beside the disk 
(r = 2. 5 em) 

A = 0.1962 em2 

r = 0.25 em 
0 

-1 -1 
IC = 0.00872 em ohm 

Resistance Overpot. · 
calculated from 
Fig. 3-3 

224 mV 

392 mV 

546 mV 

646 mV 

845 mV 

892 mV 

866 m.v 

Experimental 
result 

290-300 mV 

461-465 mV 

620 mV 

721 mV 

924 mV 

965 mV 

942. mV 
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24 
Ibl and Schadegg characterized the roughness of copper deposi-

tion by impedance measurements. They found that there is . essentially 

no formation of a rougrmess or powdery deposit if the copper is 

deposited below the limiting current. On the other hand, a very rough 

deposit was fonned at limiting current or higher even with a strong 

stirring of the solution. 

An extensive study on the effect of small protrusions on mass trans-

28 
fer to a rotating disk .electrode was given by Rogers and Taylor • Their 

autoradiographic results, '..l i t h carbon-14 as a tracer showed that the 

mass transfer rate is lower in the traces of ·Hakes behind burrs or gas 

bubbles. However, it is compensated by the slight increase of available 

area of the small protrusions. Hence there is no significant difference 

in the total rate of mass transfer between the one with burrs and the 

one >-Ti thout burrs. 

Karasyk and Linford
29 studied the effect of organic contaminants on 

the electrode surface to the polarization curve of copper plated from 

an acid copper.sulfate bath. They found that trace contaminants cause 

a reduction in the double layer capacity, and consequently the polariza-

tion curves are much steeper than those for clean ones. 

We concluded tha.t in order to maintain hydrodynamic smoothness of 

the electrode surface, the polariztion measurement should be conducted 

below the limiting current density. Once a surface reaches the limiting 

current density, it should be retreated before being used for further 

measurement. 

The maximum roughness should be less than the diffusion layer 

thickness. From the theoretical analysis of the concentration profile, 

the diffusion layer thickness for a disk electrode at 300 r.p.m. in a 



O.lM copper sulfate solution is 37.1 x 10-3 em. 

Summarized bel~v are the steps in treating the surfaces of the 

cathode, the anode, and the reference electrode before conducting each 

experiment: 

1. The electrodes were polished with 600-A silicon carbide p:~.per 

until all previous traces of deposit or corrosion were gone. The 

maximum scratch on the surface is then on the order of 10 1-l (10- 3 em). 

2. The cathode was further polished on plate glass using fine 

lens pooder (aluminum oxide pooder mixture) of 0.3 1-l grain size as 

grinding compound. 

3· The electrode 1.;ras 1mshed with carbon tetrachloride fo1looed by 

5% sodium carbonate solution. 

4. The surfaces were rinsed with tap water followed by distilled 

water. 

§4-4 The Electrical Circuit 

The schematic diagram of the circuit for measuring cathodic 

polarization is shoon in Figure 4-2. The current source was a. I.e.mbda. 

model 28 regulated power supply. The current fl~.;r in the cell was 

measured 1·lith a Keithley Model 610R Electrometer which has a.n accuracy 

of 2ojo. The potential '..:ras measured with a Houston Model HV-160 DC 

vacuum tube voltmeter which has a.n accuracy of 0. yfo. The results were 

recorded on a. t-y recorder. 

The electrical connection to the rotating disk electrode was 

accomplished by means of a. mercury well. The disk was rotated with 

* a. variable speed motor , controlled by a. precision DC voltage power 

* Bodine Electric Company, Type NSE 11R, Two shafts AC-DC motor with 
a. gear ration 10 to 1. 
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Figure 4-3. The rotating disk electrode set up. 



* supply • The speed of rotation was determined by a General Radio Type 

631-BL strobotac which has an accuracy of 1%. 
,. 

Figure 4-3 shoHs the assembled rotating disk electrode apparatus. 

§4-5 Experimental Procedure 

Reagent· grade Cuso4 was used without further. purification. Distilled 

~o:ater was used in the preparation of all solutions. Cylinder nitrogen 

was bubbled through the solution to expel all dissolved oxygen which 

may affect_ the surface of the electrode during the reaction. 

Before each run, the surfaces of the electrodes were cleaned as 

described in section 4-3· 

Because of the high ohmic drop in the solution compared with 

the concentration and activation overpotential, the plateau on the 

current voltage curve due to concentration polarization "'as essentially 

overshadowed, and. it was difficult to locate the li.rniting current density 

by a current vs. voltage measurement. Therefore, instead of keeping 

the rotating speed constant and varying the current density, a.s most 

other experimenters have done, we held the current density constant 

and varied the rotation speed. Thus the resistance overpotential was ' 

kept constant throughout a run. 

The disk electrode was initially set at a relatively high speed 

(5-10 times higher than the 'limiting speed"). The speed "rae decreased 

by decreasing the voltage to t'he motor which drove the shaft of the 

disk. The total overpotential was not very sensitive to this decrease 

of speed at a given current density until it came close to the limiting 

speed 'Hhere the potential sharply increased. At this point the rotation 

speed yae measured by a strobotac. 

* 

The measurement . of limiting speed has the same physical significance 

Power Design I~c. 1 Model 5015A. 
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as a limiting current density measurement. The limiting current density 

gives the minimum current required to discharge all the reactive ions 

brought to the electrode surface at a given s:peed of rotation, whereas 

the limiting s:peed gives the minimum s:peed required to su:p:ply the 

reacting ions at a given current density. Both measurements correspond 

to a zero concentration of· ions at the electrode surface. 

V. RESULTS 

1. The limiting s:peeds ranging from 60 r.:p.m. to 500 r.:p.m. were 

/ measured at constant current density according to the :procedure given in the 

section 4-5· The square root of limiting s:peed was :plotted against current 

density. Straight lines :passing through the origin were obtained for alL-

four concentrations, 0.02M, 0.05M,- O.lM and 0.3M. The slo:pes of these lines 
i 
~m, have been compared with the values :predicted from Equation (2-28). 

This theory gives +1.57% correction to the Levich theory for a 

co:p:per sulfate solution concentration of 0.02 _!:!, and +13.1'% correction at· 

concentration of 0-3 _!:!. The experimental results show a negative deviation 

at low concentration, but agree well with the value :predicted from this 

theory at high concentration. It reveals the importance of the effects 

of the variation of :physical.:pro:perties in the diffusion layer and non-zero 

interfacial-velocity at the electrode surface when the rotating disk elec-

trode method is used to measure the diffusion coefficient in a highly 

concentrated solution. 
1

11m We may also want to compare our results with the - values calcu-. . .rn 
- lated from Levich's equation where constant :physical :properties, zero 

interfacial velocity, and infinite Schmidt number were assumed. 

111m -2/3 nF Coo .fv 
..[Q = 0.620 Sc · (l _ t+) (5-1) 



'·· 

and from the modified equation which was given by Gregory.and Riddiford30 

i lim -= Jn • 

Further correction for finite Schmidt nUmber (range from 100 to 

infinity) was made by Newman31 • He used the expansion of the velocity 

. 13 
profile obtained by Cochran and integrated analytically to obtain 

(5-?) 

ilim 0.62048 Sc-2/3 nF Coo .fv 
.fn = l + 0.2980 sc-l/3 + 0.14514 Sc-273 (l- t+) 

(5-3) 

The numerical comparison of Equations (2-28), (5-l), (5-2), (5-3) 

and experimental results for copper solutions at 25°C are given in Table 2. 
v. 

They.are also shown in Figure 5-l. 

2. For the cathodic reaction of copper sulfate at a copper electrode, 

the electrode reaction is 
++ -

Cu +2e-+Cu. 

Therefore S+ = -1, S
0 

= o, n = 2, z+ = 2 and v = 2 in Equation (3-3). 

The potential far away from the electrode was chosen as the reference 

point; ¢(oo) = 0. E~uation (3-7) multiplied by ~T on both sides of the 

eqlJa,tion, so that each term is dimensionless, becomes 

The first term on the right-hand side represents the additional 

. ohmic res:tstance due ta the conductiv-ity change in the dif'fue;l.,an laye;r. 

The integration was performed numerically with the computer. The 

conductivity at each mesh point Jlas evaluated according to the concen-

tration profile from Equation (2-23). 

The second term on the right of Equation (5-4) represents the part 
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. i ~ . .·· . lim rnA . rad Table 2. · Comparison of - F-/ , -] predicted by . .Jn em sec . 
different authors with experimental results 

* Levich Gregory & Ne1-1man This theory Exptl. c Sc 
~q(5-l) Riddiford J!;q (5-3) Eq(2-28) Result - Eq(5-2) 

0.02 M 1407 2.995 2.919 2. 914 . 3.042 2.86 

· 0.05 M 1530 6.986 6.814 6.803 7·173 7.04 

0.1 M 1650 13.05 12.74 12.72 14.13 14.06 

0.3 M 2012 33·71 ' 32.96 32.91 38.12 38.1 

* Schmidt number was calc~_ted based on btJ].k properties of the solution. 

L 

·• 
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Figure 5-l. Comparison of the exact value of Jn with Levich' s equation 

and experimental results for CuS04 solutions at 25°C. 



of the potential necessary for overcoming the e.m.f. due to the con-

centration difference. The integration was performed by changing the 

variable of integration to m • The cation transference number t+ and s 

log10r have been linearly regressed·as a finite polynomial of ms in 

2-4, while the molality m is related to ruby 

. .. . 
There was no difficulty in performing this integration analytically. 

1 
The result ¢c was plotted as a function of _z_+_F_C=ooJ~n-~-00 and is shown in 

Figure 5-2. 

3· According to the classical mass transfer theory for constant 

properties, the interfacial concentration is related to the current 

density ·by 

C. i 
If the ratio _Q is plotted against -i--

Ceo lim 

/ 

, a straight diagonal 
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line should be obtained for each bulk concentration. This equation was 

tested at different concentrations taking into consideration the effect 

of ~riations of physical.properties. Figure 5-3 shows that the higher 

the bulk concentration, the more the results deviate from the diagonal 

line. 

4. For the purpose of comparison of the total overpotential predicted 

for the theory with the experimental values, several experiments were 

conducted separately to measure the total overPotential. Figure 5-4 

shows one of the examples. The total overpotential was measured in a 

0.1 M copper sulfate solution at a constant rotating speed of 300 r.p.m. · 
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Figure 5-2. Concentration overpotential at different bulk concentration 
of CuS04 at 25°C. 
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The theoretical concentration overpotential ¢c was calculated from 

the results shown in Figure 5-2. The theoretical activation overpotential 

¢a was calculated from Equation (3-8); an exchange current density of 

rnA 
io = 1.0-2 

8 
and a transfer coefficient of a; = o. 5 1~ere assumed. The 

em 
resi::;tance overpotential ¢

0
hm was calculated from Equation (3-9) taking 

account of the fact that the reference electrode probe was located in 

the plane of the disk 2.5 em from the axis of rotation, that is, r = 2.;5 em 

and r = 0.25 em in Equation (3-11) for calculating the parameter A. • 
0 0 

The SIJecific conductivity of the solution was 0.00872 ohm-1cm-1 • The 

theoretical total 6veriJotential is the sum of ¢a' ¢c , and ¢
0

hm· 

In view of Figure 5-4, we may see that the resistance overiJotential 

:Predominates the overall':Polarization measurement. Therefore, if we 

wish to study the electrode kinetics in a low conductivity electrolyte, 

the tuo large numbers, the measured overiJotential1 and the resistance 

overpotential must be subtracted with a consequent loss of significant 

figures. Therefore, unless.a highly accurate voltmeter is available, 

the rotating disk electrOde method is not suitable for kinetic studies 

in a low conductivity electrolyte. 

1. 

VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

1 Compared to Levich's early treatment of the rotating disk 

electrode, two major differences arise in the study of mass transfer 

in -a concentrat~d electrolyte: the :Physical properties of the' solution 

vary across the diffusion layer, and -the interfacial velocity can no 

longer be considered to equal zero. 

2. In view of these differences, more general forms of the equation. 

of motion, Equation (2-i), and the equation of conti~uity, Equation (2-3), 

52 
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than those considered by von Karman and Levich must be used to calculate 

the velocity profiles in the vicinity of the rotating disk. In solving 

these equations, the z-component velocity was assumed to be a function 

of the normal distance from the disk only. · This assumption allowed the 

set of partial differential equations to be simplified to a set .of 

ordinary differential equations, which were solved numerically by the 

computer. 

3· For the solution of a single salt, the concentration profile 

is determined from Equation (2-18). The concentration and all the 

___ ;phy:s-ical-pr-ope;r;t.te-s-o:f-sol-ut-i-en-ha-ve-a:l-so-been-a-ssumed-t·o-be-:run·ct·ton-s--. --.----

of the normal distance only in solving the said equation. 

4. It is found that the limiting current is still proportional. to the 

square root of 

mental results 

rotating speed ·even at high concentrations. The experi
ilim · 

of J?2 plotted against the bulk concentration were found 

to agree well with those predicted from this theory. The theory predicts a 

value 13% higher than the Levich equation for a· 0.3 ~·copper sulfate 

solution. 

5· Perhaps the most important assumption involved in the rotating 

disk electrode method is that v , c, ¢ and all physical properties of the z 

solution are functions of the normal distance only. _ There is no doubt 

for very large disks. Practically, it is impossible to construct such 

a disk without creating turbulence at the edge of the disk. 

If we are interested only in the region very close to the electrode, 

then this assumption holds quite well. One may visualize this fact from · • 

the equal potential lines plotted in Figure 3-2. Near the disk the equal·• 

potential lines are pare.llel to the disk, but the assumption becomes 
., 

poorer farther from the disk. 

' 
.. 



A simil~r picture of equal concentration lines may be obtained 

if there is no convection, that is, if the concentration satisfies the 

equation V2c = 0. If convection diffusion and migration are involved, 

the-equation for a binary electrolyte with the assumption of constant 

1 physical properties becomes 

v·VC = nifc 
It may be expected that the convection compresses the equal concen-

tration lines in the diffusion layer. The thinner the diffusion layer, 

the less the error involved 'in the assumption that the concentration is 

a function of normal distance. A similar conclusion should hold for v • z 

54 

6. The concentration overpotential was defined as the overpotential 

due to the concentration gradient in the diffusion layer. It includes 

two contributions due to the difference of the chemical potential 

between the bulk and electrode surface, and the change of the electrical 

conductivity in the diffusion layer. 

1· In the absence of supporting electrolyte, the ohmic resistance 

contribution to total overpotential is very high. The ohmic drop be-

tween a small disk embedded in the surface of an insulator and a counter~ 

electrode far from the disk is~ 22
• The ohmic resistance corrected 

K.ro 
to account for the placement of a reference electrode at a finite dis

tan-11.. 
tanc~ 27r r 

0 

to (3·l2). 

0 The distance pararreter A. was defined in Equations (3-10) 
0 

:Because the ohniic: drop is concentrated near the disk, the 

reference electrode should be placed sufficiently far from the disk that 

its location is not a highly critical factor • 

8 .. ... 
The large orunic drop essentially overshadowed the plateau on 

the current-voltage curve due to the concentration polarization. This 

led to the development of a "limiting speed" technique rather than 

--··· :;·:~_} _______ ~ ... ·~-----~:~··"--- .... :. ___ ---> .. -- ·-- '•·· 
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limiting current measurements. The currentwas held constant and the 

rotating speed _,.,as decreased until the potential showed a large increase 

corresponding to a zero_concentration of the reacting ion at the elec

trode surface. In this way the ohmic pot.ential drop was held constant 

and did not obscure the concentration polarization effects. · 

In conclusion, the effects of the variation of physical properties 

in mass transfer to a rotating disk electrode are important in a 

concentrated solution. It is not recommended to use the rotating disk 

electrode for the electrode kinetic study in a low conductivity electro-

lyte where the ohmic re si sj;_anc~_d_ot!linat_e s_the-total-ove.r;pGtent-ia±-•. ----__;_'----· 
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APPENDIX A. , SOME BASIC RELATIONS FOR BINARY ELECTROLYTES 

An electrolytic solution containing only one kind of cation arid 

one kind of anion in addition to the solvent is called a binary elec-

trolyte. Some basic relations which have been used for deriving most 

of the,f'undamental equations in this paper may be summarized as follows: 

rAt the electrode reaction at a reference electrode be 

and let 

+ S Q -+ ne-
0 0 

c+,c_,c
0 

be concentration of cation, anion, an(i solvent 

"+'"- be number of cations and anions produced by disso• 

ciation of one molecule of electrolyte. 

The following relations hold for binary ~lectrolytes. We present 

them without proof. 

V+Z+ + 

c+ ...... 
y 
+ 

s.,..z+ + 

., 

v z = 0 

c 
=- = c v 

s z = -n 

C+M+ = j:Xl)+ 

C M = j:X1) 
..: 

M - v+M+ + VM 
s 

~e - v+M+ + v M 

= (v++:v_) RT 7.'JII. l1ll 

(.1) = CJ..) + CJ..) s + -
1 

(C+M+ + C_M_) =-p 

(A:-1) 

(A-2) 

(A-3) 

(A-4) 

(A-5) 

(A-6) 

(A• -f) 

.. 

.. 
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Finally, at constant temperature and pressure, the Gibbs-Duhem 

relation for a binary electrolyte is 
, , I 

c+v~+ + c_v~_ ;, c0V~0 = o 

or cv~ = - c v~ • e o o 

APPENDIX B. COMPUTER PROGRAM 

The original computer program written for the nume.rical solution 

of velocity and concentration profiles has several slight differences 

in the definitions of the dimensionless quantities. 

The dimensionless distance was defined as (cr. Equation C2-;;;Tol) 

and the velocity components were 

v = :r0F(~) 
r 

ve = r0.G(~) 

~n'.J. P 
. v = 0 0 ft(~) 

z p 

where ~ and #·are related to ~ and H by 
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(A-8) 

(B-2) 

e =Jrro o 1·~ E1 s . v ' ' p 
00 0 

· (B-3) 

and 

Based on the definition of Equations (B-1) and (:D-2) the dimen-

sionless equations of motion and continuity to be solved with the 

computer were (cr. Equations (2-14) and (2-15)) 

~ - G2 + ~t F' = ~ ( p '.! F' )' 
· d~;, \P ~ 

0 0 .. 
2FG + #-G' ... h- 0~ ~ . G') 

(B-4) 

(B-5) 
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2F + #~ = 0 (B-6) 

where primes refer to differentiation with respect to t. The dimen

sionless equation of convection diffusion becomes (cf. Equation (2•22)) 

(B-7) 

The dimensionless current was defined as 

(B-8) 

It is related to I by · 

(B-9) 

The boundary con<Utions in terms of these dimensionless quantities 
V+M+J 

are at t = o, F = 0, G = 1, # = ~M~-

at F = o 

s 

CDS = CD zero 

200> Dp.··s o t. 
- - ;;-r- =cf' CD 

~ p d~ S -
0 0 

G = O, C0=(1). s 00 

• For the concentration polarization, the equation corresponding to 

Equation (5-4) becomes 

F¢ c (o) - z+ v +-1-~opo.J. ·1. • (~~ _.1~\ ~ + (v + +v- )·j·. (nn)co (t - 1) E.!! • 
RT RT Ms .. 

0 
\ic tc:,J p -z+__,v_+_ (nn) + . nn 

0 . • 

The program was w~itten in FORTRAN IIJ it consisted of the main 

program DISK and three subroutines FLUID, CALC, and INFSC. 

DISK iS the overall control program. It read the input data and 

wrote the output. It calculated the concentration polarization and 

converted the old definitions of dimensionless quantities t, # and 

\ 

. -

,• 
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* LABEL 
* 

DEC~K~----~--~-----

FORTRAN 
FUNCTION CAPPACWJ 
CAPPA=0.217~*W**0.78957 
RETURN 
END • 

----· -*(T""--'-----.-L--,A"B""'E-rc~· ---- ______ , ....... ,...._ .. ~---~:.... __ : ,_: __ ~_.....,: .. ,~·--·-··:·_.......,;,..._.~~-,-,.-_,:.~-· 

* 
-~ 

,, 
.,.-

~-

* 

DECKS 
FORTRAN 
FUNCTION RHO C W) 
RHO = Q.99669+0.n2690l*W**0.5+0.7477l*W+n.Bn718*W**l•5 
RETURN 
,_, n 
LABEL 
DECKS 
FORTRAN 
FUNCTION TM ( ltJ ) 

TM = 0.597063+3.57889*W-B.21995*W**l.5 --·-------.- .. _ -~Fn::mw· .. -- · ___ .. ________ ... ·- ··-· .. ------ .. _. __ ..... __ -·-~·-----------------'----~---.,... 

I 
I. 

* 
* 
* 

* 
* 

* 

ENI) 
LABEL 
DE~KS. 
FO~T RAN 
FUNCTION TP O·J) 

·--r p-=- · ·:...:.·3 -~· srs·s-·1'"+1 .... 2 -. "'~'"3""~';:>"?"<9.,...,9-.2..,5 ~~~of*--:FO-;·?--
RFTURN 
END 
LARFL 
DECKS 
FORTRAN 

--F...-OrrcN"'CTI-:-o=N--r-s-rt"'lirl"------
DM=0.207*EXPF(-29.0*W**O.~~+Q.6jH-O.~~O*W**U·~ 
RHO =0.9967 +0.0269*W**0.5+0.7477*W+Q.8072•W**l•5 
S=DM*RH0**2/18.8937*0.99708J/10.~~3 
RETURN 
END 
[A8E[, 
DECKS 
FORTRAN 
F U ~JC T I ON VI S 1\·1 l 
RH = 0.9967+0.0269*W**0.5+0.7477*W+O.B072*W**l•5 
U=n.R8865+0~~3~75*W**0.5+11.3382*W**i.5+4.99107*W**2 

------- Y IS ·-=R~Cf-/?f;·q-g7-;181~1fi.(f;-8·9'l,-·r··---------. ----. -·--· ----·-·------·--. .....,-···---·-·-' .. -----
RETtJRN 
END 
L/\gEL * * DECKS 

( 

* FORTRAN . . ~-
---- --'--c--··- .... -,.-FUN c T r 0 N vT:SP-( i!JT --------·-------.. -·- ------~---· ,.---~----------·---·-"-""'":"- ... .,, . ..;:_,. __ , _____ . '" 

\ 
I 

VISP=1.17~77/W**0.5+0.6735+J8.404A*W**O.~+ll~ln284*W+2le52958*W**l 
1 e5+38.65205*W**2+14.1007A*W**2•5)/CO.B937*0·997n~l 

R ETUE<N 

l-----... -·--··*··· ---·---·-----r'5·r::·c~~s-·-.· --·--- ..... --- -------·-· ----· ··-·· ·-.-- ...... _ ·- ............ ~-· -----... --- .. ---.......... -.............. -..,~ .... -: .... .. 
~. FORTRAN . 

FUNCT I ClN CONC r \!J) 

CONC= ~o.5070A•LOGF!W)+9.457~*W**0•~~24.R455*W~43.~9~1*W~*1•5 
$ -96.5876*W**2+185.5056*W**2,5-13?.29~8*W**3+2.34855*W**3•S 

·.·.·:· .. - ···-···- ~-- --~ ,_ ..... • 



$ -Oe89472*W**4.0~1.82?66*W**4.5 .. . . . . -.. -------,-----..... _ rttJRN___ - ·-",_...; _____________ ----. -~~..,·---~~.;...~----4,-._..-~-'"'--·-::~.,.---~---~ 

END "' 

LABEL · ., .. ,_. , . 
DE.CKS ·.-."*:; 

'• - '• . '. _ .. \ ..;_ ,. :· 
. FORTR'/\N . . .· --~. s-u8-:qoo-·rmE ct.. l. t .. ·---------.,...- --- _______________ :;;,. _- _- .,"~"···-7·---"------- ~:..-~--'-----~--

* 

DP1ENSION F( 1001 l ,G( 100l l ,H( 1001 I ,1:1( 1001 l ,V( lOr)l) ,VP( 1001) ,BITOQ,l);. 
1 , D.U ~H .50 0 5 ) _ 

COMMON WINF,N,NMl,DY,AMP,GNUP,TMO,VINF,HINF,W,F,G,H,V,VP,B,OUM, 
$ v.JZE RO . ···.· 

·" TPINF= TPIWINFl-
.~-~..;...,nTl = o-;-o 

Bill= 0.0 
S 1 = S HJZ E R 0 ), 
ADDl= IA~P*T~IWZEROI + Hllll/Sl 
DO 3 J=2,N 
52= 5(\l}(j)) 

·--------ADD""2-=-·rA~;-1p-~cTPTt\n7)-1--4---H(-Jl.l/S2 ------- -------------------~-------:---,..----~---o2.._. __ . __ ~~: _____ _ 

BIJI-= 8(J-1l + DY/2•0*IADD1 + ADD2l 
W(Jl=.W!J-1) + DY/2.0*1EXPF(B(J) l/52 + EXPF!BIJ-l)J/511 
AD!)l= !\002 

3 Sl= 52 
CONST=<WTNF-WZERb)/IWINJ-fXPFI~INJJ/(AMP*TPINF + HJNFll ~-- ··-

--j---·· ...... , ·"-- -- ------(50 ... 4 -·T,;i -;-1\J---.---. . .. c .. _ .. ____ --···------. ---------------· .. --------------•--·- ------ .,----·-------"'- ------- ---·-··----- ---· 

1 . 
• 1 4 WIJ)~ CONST*W(J) + WZERO 

AMP=- CONST/TM0/11·0-WZEROI 
· H ( 1 I= GNU P-l~A:\-1P 

VI 1 I =VIS ( :.--1 ( l l l 
VPill=VISP1W(l)J/CONST/SIWilll 

-----'-""NP = N-1 ·""---------------------- ---- ... ----··------------------- ----,-----, 

5 

DO 5 J::2,NP 
V(Jl=VISIW(J)) 
VPIJ)=VISP(W(J))*(W(J+ll-W(J-1ll/12·*DYJ 
VIN)=VISIVJ(N) l 
VPCNJ=VISPC~INIJ*IW(N)-WIN-111/DY 

. . •· ___ .....:,___. _____ .... _.. ,:_. 

-~---'--__...;.~~ !:TUl~N ·-·----~---------------- ..... __,;,...-~ 

--··----

END 

LARFL 

* DECKS 
* FORTRAN. 
·~--'----SlJBR-OUIT~f1\fF'"""s...,c.-. -~ 

su~RCHJTtNF f'to~ onrAiNrNr:; rHr:: f:TRs't rr:r~M~ oF rHtt tNNI;:'R ~XPANtt;·to~~s 
OF l'HE VF.LOei'FIE:S POl~ HI6H seHfv1IDT NUMBERS Fe~ A ~OTATING DT'S~K 
'i,rJITH ACCOUNT BEING TAKEN OF PROPERTY VARIATIONS AND A FINITE 

c; 
c 
c 
C INTERFACIAL VELOCITY 

- DI>'1Ef\!SION Fl 10;)1) ,G( 1001 J ,H( 1001 I,\.._!( 1001) ,V(1001 l ._·. · 
.. -------~-------··-·cmi.~il()frwTf'fr;r;;r; NP.1·J~;f)Y'";-AJJ,P" ;GNl rp·;·rHo, \/INF ;HTN·F'-,l~i;F-;G-;lT;·v~---- ~--·----·-·--:---:-'·:--·---·': :· ... 

. CONST~ 0.51023*0Y/2.0*SORTFIVINF) . ··. 
Fill= 0.0 
GC1l= 1.0 
DO 1 J=2,N 
GIJ)= 1.0 

------- ----· --- --...,TrJ',-:-'-T-T:J::.-rr--+·--co"N"sTJVTJ)+ -cmrsr-;vrJ::Tl ______ ...,: ............ ____________ ............ , ................ __ . 
1 H(Jl= H(J-11 - DY*(F(J) + FIJ-lll 

r~CTURN 

END 

·•· .. ,: i .............................. -. ' _,_ -- '--

.. 



* 
* 

ABEL 
SY'viROL TA8LF. 
DECKS 
FORTRAf\l 

.. ----------·----.-.,..--

SUqRQlJTTNF.Flt.ITI) . · . . 
D I tv1 EN S I 0 N F ( 1'0 0 1 I , G ( 1 0 0 1 ) , H ( 1 0 0 1 l ' 1··1 ( 1 0 0 1 l ' V ( 1 0 n 1 l ' V P ( 1 0 0 1 I , FF ( 1 0 0) 

----..-1--:-1 -,=F"""G,-( ~1001 ,--,c:;r=-rrOol l ,GG noc'ff);HFTT06TT;HG-I J.'bbl )----" --·-"--"~ ........... _ .,_ ... _..,...._. -.-
COMMON WINF,N,N~l,DY,AMP,GNUP,TMO,VINF,HINF,W,F,G,H,V,VP, 

1 FF,FG,GF,r,G,HF,HG• 
GPS= 0.5/DY*IGI31 -Gill l 
FPS= 0.5/DY*IFI3l - Fill l 
GGI 1 I= 0.0 

--------::::G:-::F::-:1....::1~1 = 0: o·------
FGI1)= 0.0 
FF!ll= 0.0 
HFill= 0.0 
HG11l= 0.0 
DO 1 J= 2, Nr .. q ·------- .. -···G-P = GP·s· -- .... ____ ................ _______ , _____ .. ________ ----··-·-----.. --·-·-------~·---.--· ----

FP= FPS 
GPS= 0.5/DY*IGIJ+?l - GIJl I 
FPS= 0.5/DY*IFIJ+21 - FIJI I 
H1= DY + DY*FFIJ-ll - HFIJ-ll 

1 H2= DY*FG(J-ll - HGIJ-1) -r------~ ;,--·( VIJ l7bY"-=-o. 51~ < vrYf Jy-.::.-TfTJ rn 1 o y----
! Cl=- 2.0*IVIJ)/DY/DY +FIJI l + A*GG(J-ll· + H2*GP 

C2=- 2·0*GIJI + A*GFIJ-11 + Hl*GP 
R=- IVIJ)/DY + 0.5*1VPIJI - HIJl ll/DY 
RG:GP*IH(J-11-DY~W<J-11-HIJl l - 2.0'n'FIJP·G<Jl - A*G(J-1) 
C3= 2•0*G(Jl + A*FGIJ-1) + H2*FP 

----:-----(,.,..4'"· -= -.:...2--;o::"i-T\7TJl71JYID~·-f'TJ""l J +A::JFfFTJ:::rr---+-1{1-*TP.:_· ----":-
RF= FP*IHIJ-1)-DY*FIJ-ll-HIJl l - FIJl*F<Jl + GIJI*G(J) ~ A*FIJ-1l 
DET= Cl*C4 - C3*C2 
FGIJl=- C3*R/DFT 
GG!Jl= C4*R/DET 
FFIJI= C1*R/DET 
GFIJI= - (2*R/DET 
FIJI= ICl*R~ - C3*RGJ/DET 
GIJI= IC4*RG - C2*RFl/DET 
HF!Jl= - H1*FFIJI - H2*GFIJ) 
HGIJI=- Hl*FGIJI - H2*GGIJI 

1 HIJI=' HIJ-1) ·- Hl'A-F(JJ- H2~~GIJl- DY*FCJ-ll 
------~ -----r5o_3_ ... R-;T-;-ro -------------- ·--~----·--· .. --·--··----·-· ......... _ ....... . 

C3= 2.0*VINF/HINF 
C1= IC3-0Yl/(C3+DYl - GGINM11 
C2= IC3-0YI/IC3+DYI - FFINM1l 
DET= Cl*C2 - GFINMll*FGCNM1l 

• . FIN!= <FGINM1l*GINM1) + Cl*F<NMllJ/DET , . 
----·-·--·---:·--· ... __ GTf'-1 l = 1 G"i="(Ht~Y"fl-ii-"F·n~~~ 1-,-;-c:·;r~{G f~fr~T)) TrYE'r--· -·----· ":---·-·-·-=-~~ .. -----.. · ....... --:~:~·- .. ·--:····- .. 

3 H I N F = 1-i( N ;.q ) + C 3 * F I N I, 11 l + I H G I N ~v11 l + C 3 ~~ F G I Nf'-11 l I * G ( N l + ( H Fl N ._ ll + C: 3 * 
1 FFCN'v11.l ~~~~(N) 

H<NJ= HI"Jf- C'1~~FIN)' 

DO 2 K=2,N~H 
. J= N - K + 1 , 
---. -----------GTJf= G'CJ l -+--G-G-IJI*-GTJ+Y)+-· GF.TJf~F~TT+Yf--------·~---···------- ..... _______ , __ , .. , ··-··-- .............. . 

FIJI= FIJI + FGIJI*GIJ+il + Ff1Jl*FIJ+1l 
2 H (J ) :: H ( J l + H G < J l o~t- c; ( J + 1l + l·t r-· ( J l * F I J + 1 l 

f~ETURN 

END 

'' 

·-:.~ . ..,:-~~)}:.!.\,,.~ ....... : ..... ,..:_ ···- ~ .. ----~---~- .: •. -.~- ~~-----·--·· ... ----·:-:. -~· _:.:__~ ..... _ .. _ -· ----- - ... 
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<;:2~15 
c 

K 

SYMBOL TAf3LE 
DECKS 

·FORTRAN: 

.· .... ·.:.:_ 
; ,·, .. · 

PROGRA~ FOR MASS TRANSFER TO ROTATING DISK, Rl~~RY SOLUTION . 

,·: .-·' 

,( ·, 

·---Dr tvlFl'fsJr5N-FT1-0'(fi )-;G-nJi"riYi-;RTI RiYi )-;\·!Tl' noT1 ;\Ttfn7iTT;-!5TJf.f(7b-n1·:;--,,_-- -·---~---·---~--

101 
102 

1C" 
104 

c 0 ~-~ ;.10 N \-·/I N F , i'J , N 1111 , D Y , N·~W • G N IJ P , T iV1 0 , V I f\l F ~ H T i'l F ; h' , F , G , H , V , f) lYA , ' .. •J Z ER 0 
FORI\'1AT- (/I 12 X, 3 5H Ji'lF TN IT f SCHt1I nT NU"·mEI~ IS ASSUMED l 
F6BMAT 1!~,1P4E14.4l 
FO Ritt1.T I 5 E R • '+ , t,. X , ') I 4 ) .. 
FORiviAT I 55Hl ;\!v1P 1tJINF . DY . GNUP. TiM) 

--,--------.1----,-I-,.-1""'3~X ,E:-1.3:-4 -;LF' 7. 3, :rrs;L+l/ 49H6 ----~~Tf\r~-·---,---R-AB---------~---I<:w''-"---~:-~--------~ Rv---~-,--

105 

2 
3 

GPOI~F9.5~ 2El2.4, F9.-5!/56H0 J W - F 
_ G HI I I 5, 1 PL~ E 14.4 l l 

FORr·;1AT (3?.HO CONCFNTR.t\TJON OVF!~POTENTIAL IS,. J.Pf:14.4, 6H PLt}SJ·l 
1 PE14.41 7H WZFRO=, 1PE16.6l 

106 F ORrliA T I l H I I l 
--~-~----:--l--b.-7 ·-·--· -FO-R"J~fA_T_~ .. <·l Ffi", -sx-~----2-4l~- ... CYI ·;vi·[--NS-fQ,\1 L.E-SS. CU~~-R-Er·:rr--;·;-- E 1~2--;4---~---------- ------···-. ,-------- --..... ~···-·-P~~- -

$ BX, 17H HH AT INFINITY =' E12.41 73HO J XI 
F G HH ) 

-~- r; A FORMAT (!5, 1P5E14.4) 

-., ... 
' '-

IIi ,,... HI f'-!F= - 0. 8~4 
. REA~ INPUT TAPE 2r103, OY .. -... , . ------ --------~j';- 2~J f------.-- ·-. --------·-·--··-··~-.--··-·-·--- -------·---------------~-----c··-·-..,-·· -------'-.:. ... ., ... ,--~---" --·- ·----

6 

f\lf\.11 = 200 
DO 6 J=1,N 
V(Jl= 1.0 
GIJJ= 0.005*FLOATF(N-Jl 
DO 7 J=1,5 

---,--7-~C ALL F L LJ ff:)-------·--·--·------.------------------. 
1 .. READ INPUT TAPE z,103,WTNF,WZERO,ERR,Gf\lUP,CONST,N,M,NS,INF,~O 

VINF= V!S('rJ!NF) 
TMO = TM I \.-!ZERO) 
W!Jl:::: N - 1 
DO 2 J:;:I,N 

2 w ( J ' = 6·-. -=-o--·------ -----~---- -~--.-~"T•"- ·-:· ----... ,..-,. ',' 

Arv~P = 0. 0 
AO= AMP 
HNO= HINF 
CALL Cl\LC 
GO TO (11,12)dNF 

1--=1----::C A L L-Ft u-I D 

12 
1':3 

GO TO 13 
CALL INFSC 
I F ( t. 8 SF ( HI ~~ F - H NO l - F. R R ) 4, 4, 3 
fF IA.8SF(AJ~P- .l\0)- ERR~FARSF(A.~-'lpl)J 5,5,3 

_______ ,_,,5 C'JPO= (G(2);... G(1)J/DYI(l.0+0.5>~DY*HUll . -
--- f~-i\f.:{;-.:···tFiiTP?< (I_:J j-~fF..:.~,JZ F rw)-/ff{n"/· ( J.-~ o -\JZF.I~-6-)~-·--------~--~----~~-------,--... --.- -,-:·-----' .. ---··----'-~- ... 

AKW=- TMO*AMPI(WINF-WZ~ROl*ll.O-WZFRO) • 
RV= 0.0 
GO TO (14,15J,INF 

14 RV~;... Hill/GPO . . . 
15 \'IRTTE OUTPUT TAPE ::1,1()4, AMP,\.~INF,OY,GNUP,lMO,HINF,RA8,/\K'-~hRV, 

--------,·- --'-· -···· r-e;f5··r-r-;rJ-;liJTJ ;-~-FCJ j" ,-'C("J r·;HTTf;-:_r::·r;"J 6i ··-·--:--.·--~.- ___ .. ___ ------.~--- ~- ----·'· ---- ------- --~- --- ..... ----------- .·_ 
G 0 T 0 I A , 9 l ~ ~.J 0 . . , .·· 

GO TO ll7tl6l,INF 
16 'd rn T E OUTPUT Tf>. P F. 3 • 1 0 1 

' . " . . 

i· 
!_' 

. l 

·,_~~~:!i}~;::.(~ ~}};i~··'t.46:.(~j:~~~~~iA_-~_:_:__::::__~.:..·· :'.-.:.: ~ ... ; ... ·:·:·< ... ·· . ..:._~!··L"·3il;~: 



9 IF (Willl 1,1,18 
18 ETA.Cl=O.O 

CAPINF=CAPPAtWINFl 
D 0 2 4 J = 1. , 1 C 
CAPPAl=CAPPAIWIJl I*RHOIWIJII 

·-----CA"-PV/1.7=-C'A-r:rP"AT.\i! I'J+rn'"181TOT'Sfl-YFTTl-~~. ····--·-. ----·----·---.. ~ ··· ........ ··- --.. --.:.::--- -·----

24 ETACl=ETACl+DY*Il.O/ICAPPA2-CAPPAll*LOGF!CAPPA2/CAPPAl)-l.O/CAPINF 
$ ~10.5/RHOIWIJI l+Q.5/RHOIWIJ+ll l I) 

DO 19 J=12,N 
19 ETACl=ET~Cl+nY*I0.5/C~PPAIW!J-lll/RHOIWIJ-1) )+0.5/CAPPACWIJJ )./RHO! 

5 WIJ)l-!.O/CAPINF*!0.5/RH01WIJ-lll+O.S/RHOIWIJ)))) 
~r;-·c·oNST*A~!t"P1:-E:TA-c:T·------·----.·----· .. ···----·---·-.-·-·-·-·--·--~._, ... ------· .. ---.. : 

ETAC2= CONCIWINFl-CONCI~11)) 
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE J,1Q5, ETACl,ETAC2,WZFRO 

.SU'v1=0.0 
XI=O.O 
R IN F= RHO (''I I~~ F) 

---·-·--· ----coe·FF=R I r~F'-:~ f;Tl7SQR .. tFT\TH1 ~T-·-- .. --···--····---· 

; 

CURRFN=l.n/SORTFIVINFI*~MP 
H H I 1\l F = 1 • i) I S Q R T F ( V I f\1 F I ~H 1I N F 
~RITE OUTPUT TAPE 3,101, CURREN,HHINF 
DO 22 J=l,NS 
HH=COEFF/RHOIWCJII*HCJ) 

-r F-- (J...:l 1-2 1,-z1 -;2 o ·--------- -----·-----·-· 
2'J SUM=.SlJ~+DY~q0.5/RHOC\•IIJ-1 I )+1').5/RHO(\t!IJ}) I 

X I =COEFF-:< SlJ1v1 
! F I J-41) ?.l, 21, 2 ':\ 

2 3 i'1iv1 = I J - 1 I I r:-1: 

JJ= ~~~,1-1<~1,+1 
IF c J-J"""J_,...)_,...2.7;7l-;~--·--····--------.. ---------·--·--. - ---·--·---...:...:-.... ·----·-·-......... ·. 

21 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 3,108, (J,XI,WIJJ,F(J),GIJ),HHl .. 
22 CONTINUE 

GO TO 1 
END 

---------···-----· . . 

-·----~ . .,....._. ___ ;......--
.. ----.. -·-------

-···~--····- -···-.... ~--···---------·-,,_; • .:.. • ..,,,.._ •• _ oOOoo• ··~·--·-• ·--H·--.... ~~··-····~·-·-·····- .. ····-·'-"0''''-·,, _.,._ .. ___ .. _ _,_,.,, .... _ ...... ~~ ... - ... ~··--·"· 0 ••• ... , .. ~, ... -,. '••''"' 0 oo ..... ~ -.• <O ... - •• ~- ·~ ..... 



. . 
J. to the definitions used in this paper, ~, H and I by Equations ·(B•3), · · 

(B-4) and (B-9), respectively. 

FLUID is the subz:outine which carries out the numerical solution of'· 

the three velocity components F, G and~ at. each mesh point. The detailed.· 

numerical method has been given in section 2-4. 

INFSC is the subroutine for calculating the velocity components 

F, G, and H by a. singular perturbation method when an infinite Schmidt 

number is assumed. 

CALC handles the concentration profile by solving Equation (B-7). 

Eight functional programs were designed for evaluating the physical 

properties and other necessary dimensioDlees groupe of' copper sulfate 

solution at 25°C1 they are 

1. CAPPA = .IC 

2. RHO , .. 111 p 

3· . 'I'M 

4 .. TP 

5· s 

6. VIS 

VISP 

8. CONC 

... t 

dt+ 
= "dal 

·2 
Dp .. 

·=-
IJ.OPO 

p IJ. . 
c::-

'P61J.o 
! 

=--d dPIJ. ~· 
d(J) PIJ. 

0 

], 
(nn)oo o . dym 

= . ·. (t ... l)-
( ) +··· 'V'M nn. • .... 

0· 

Two data cards are required, they are 

Card I. 

DY is mesh size used in solving the linearized ordinary differential 



'·. 

60 

equations. The total mesh number is 1001, the mesh size should not 

b.e smaller than 0.01 in order to have an accurate caicul8.tion of 

the fluid velocity. Otherwise the range of ~ covered will not include 

enough of the hydrodynamic boundary layer. 

Card II 

1. WINF is bulk concentration of solution in terms of mass fraction. 

2. WZERO is the concentration at interface in terms of mass fraction. 

3· ERR is error tolerance in calculating .normal component velocity 

ft. 10-5 is recommended for this program. 

4. GNUP 

5· CONST 

6. N 

7• M 

8. NS 

9• INF 

10. NO· 

is 
V+M+ 

'1r s 

is 
Z+V+~Il0P0 

RT M • 
s 

is total number of mesh points to be used. The maximum 

storage is 1001. 

is the interval of mesh pointe to be printed out. 

is the number of mesh points to be printed out. 

is a ee~ector. 

subroutine FLUID being used for calculating 

velocity profile. 

INF = 2 subroutine INFSC being used. 

is output selector. 

NO = 1 program printed out· 

mesh number, ru , F, G, fl., 
s 

NO = 2 program printed out 

mesh number, ~' ru
8

, F1 G, H. 



NOMENCLATURE 

C - concentration of binary electrolyte. 

Ci - concentration of species i (moles/cm3). 

d - diameter of disk. 

d - diameter of disk electrode. 
0 

D ·- molecular diffusion coefficient of bl.nary electrolyte. 

e - symbol for electron. 

F - radial dimensionless velocity component (2-11). 

F - Faraday's constant (coulomb/equiv). 

G - tangential dimensionless velocity component (2-11). 

h mesh size for numerical solution of differential equation. 

H - normal dimensionless velocity component 

~· - normal dimensionless velocity component 

g - acceleration of gravity (em/ aec2 ). 

i - current density (amp/cm2). 

i - exchange current density (amp/cm2). 
0 

I - dimensionless current density. 

~ - dimensionless current density. 

m - molality. 

Mi - molecular weight of species 1. 

M8 - molecular weight of salt. 

(2-11). 

(B-2 ). 

n - number of electrons in equation for electrode reaction. 

!1 .,. molar flux of species 1 (moles/cm2-sec). 

n1 - mass flux of species 1 (g/cm2-sec). 

P - pressure (dyne/cm2 ). 

P - dimensionless pressure. 

61 



Qi -. symbol for the chemical formula. of species i. 

r - radius of disk. 

r
0 

- radius of disk electrode. 

R 

R 

R' 

Sc 

- universal ga.s constant. 

- total resistance of solution. 

d 7.x. p 

d~ 

- stoichiometric coefficient in equation for electrode reaction. 

v . 
Sc = - • 

D 
Schmidt number 

62 

- transference number with respect to mass average velocity at species 1. 

u' 

v 

y 

8ij 

'€ 
D 

r: 

-~as average) fluid velocity (em/sec) 

- valence or charge number of species i. 

transfer coefficient in polarization equation. 

- mean molal activity coefficient. 

- the Kronecker delta 

8ij = 1 if i = j 

81j = 0 if i ~ j. 

diffusivity perturbation parameter. 

- density perturbation parameter.· 

- dimensionless distance (B-1). 

- specific conductivity ohrn-1cm-1 • 

·.• 
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:\ - dimensionless distance between reference electrode and rotating 
0 

disk electrode.· 

- chemical potential of salt in binary electrolyte. 

v kinematic viscosity (cm2/sec). 

v ,v -number of cations and anions produced by dissociation of one 
+ -

molecule of electrolyte. 

e - dimensionless distance from the rotating disk (2-10). 

p density of solution. 

T - stress tensor (2-2). 

¢ - activation (chemical) overpotential. a 

¢c - concentration (diffusion) overpotential~. 

¢
0

hm - ohmic resistance overpotential. 

ru
6 

- mass .fraction of salt in binary electrolyte. 

n - rotating speed of disk electrode (radians/sec). 

Subscripts 

+,-,o - cation, anion, and solvent in binary electrolyte. 

~ • in the bulk of solution. 

s - salt. 

lim - denotes limiting current. 

·zero at the interface of electrode and solution. 
.~ 
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